PRESS RELEASE

MOJO BARRIERS AQUIRED BY EVAGO GROUP







Mojo Barriers strengthens its market position by being part of the EVAGO Group
World’s leading barrier manufacturers joins one of the leading infrastructure provider
Business activities now in over 20 companies
Access to and targeted expansion of the global event infrastructure business
Mutual growth due to synergies and increase in value creation
Mojo Barriers will remain a standalone company

Pyrbaum, January 18, 2017 – The EVAGO Corporation (“EVAGO AG”) and Dutch barrier manufacturer
Mojo Barriers B.V. (“Mojo Barriers”) announce that EVAGO AG has acquired 100% of the shares in Mojo
Barriers at the end of 2016. As a result, EVAGO AG continues its expansion course abroad. With the
completion of this transaction, EVAGO AG, whose company group also includes the BÜMO® brand
among others, secures access to important international barrier and crowd management markets.
EVAGO AG therefore makes an additional, large step in its expansion course.
With the acquisition of Mojo Barriers, EVAGO AG once again significantly expands its existing infrastructure portfolio and becomes one of the world’s largest players in this growth market. “Thanks to this strategic acquisition,
we will continue to strengthen our position in the international market over the long term, and we will continue to
advance the growing event infrastructure segment together with the workers of Mojo Barriers, their comprehensive knowledge and experience. Mojo Barriers represents quality, flexibility and reliability worldwide – a strong
brand that perfectly matches our company group”, Goran Marincic, CEO, EVAGO AG.
“We can continue to expand and strengthen our market position as part of the EVAGO Group. The event infrastructure market is growing and full of opportunities. Our customers and employees benefit from the fact that
Mojo Barriers is now part of a large and powerful company group”, Alex Borgers, CEO, Mojo Barriers.
Mojo Barriers has been the leading provider of aluminum barriers worldwide for over 25 years and offers a comprehensive assortment of high-quality, reliable crowd management solutions for festivals, tournaments as well as
company, fashion, political, sports and cultural events. With locations and storage facilities in the Netherlands,
England, USA and Australia along with 20 other countries, Mojo Barriers offers its global customers consistent,
reliable quality and is right at home in all of the world’s large productions.
“The EVAGO Group provides Mojo Barriers with a strong strategic partner with which Mojo Barriers’ success
story can continue to be written. I am convinced that all sides will greatly benefit from this acquisition”, Cees
Muurling, current owner.
This past summer, Mojo Barriers successfully supported tours by The Red Hot Chili Peppers (“The Getaway
World” Tour), Bruce Springsteen (“The River Tour 2016“), Rihanna (“The Anti World” Tour) and by MUSE (“The
Drones World Tour”), among others.
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Thanks to an in-house research and development department, currently established solutions are continuously
optimized and new, innovative products are developed to ensure safety for guests, artists and crew. Product
quality and reliability are of the utmost priority, making the “Mojo” brand a synonym for (premium) barriers worldwide.
“Mojo Barriers’ products and employees represent quality and reliability. As a result, their values were also very
important to us when selecting a future owner. I am happy that we have found this exact partner in EVAGO. We
will continue to remain closely connected to Mojo Barriers, even in the future, and will continue to provide advice
and assistance.”, Hedwig de Meyer, current owner.
About EVAGO.
EVAGO AG (“EVAGO”) is a leading, internationally-active industry service provider in the infrastructure, real estate, industries and media & marketing business sectors. EVAGO and its subsidiaries collectively represent technical efficiency, innovation, quality and reliability. Customers at home and abroad have been assisted in implementing complex project for decades.
With its unique “360-degree” value-creation chain, the company offers products and services for designing and
executing special sports and cultural events, corporate events, life performances, trade shows, meetings and
conferences. Customers include both organizers and associations, event agencies, companies from many different fields, institutions, government agencies and organizations. Among others, the group includes “BÜMO®”, a
full-service event partner founded in 1978 with subsidiaries in Munich, Nuremberg and Hannover, among other
places. It is among Europe’s market leaders with its modern and comprehensive products and services portfolio
(barriers, soil protection, chairs, sanitary equipment, tents, etc. – details available at www.buemo.com).
PR Contact:
Lorenz Schmid
EVAGO Aktiengesellschaft
Faber-Castell-Straße 11 – 20, 90602 Pyrbaum
Tel. +49 (0) 9180 - 939 01 0
Fax +49 (0) 9180 – 939 01 19
lorenz.schmid@evago.com
www.evago.com
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l. to r.: Bernd Loy (EVAGO Group, COO), Lorenz Schmid (EVAGO Group, CFO), Goran Marincic (EVAGO Group, CEO), Alex Borgers (Mojo Barriers,
CEO), Cees Muurling (seller), Hedwig de Meyer (seller)

Foto (HighRes, JPG, 2 MB): http://www.evago.com/evago-mojo-presspic.jpg

End of press release: 6.000 charakters.
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